Society for American Archaeology  Meetings 2008

The SAA held its 73rd Annual Meeting in Vancouver, BC Canada in March 2008. The SAA presentations and topics of CSULB faculty and students are below.

Poster presentations in the Session: New Approaches to old Problems
Veronica Harper/Jessica Jaynes/Carl Lipo/Robert Dunnell; Jimmy Daniels/Carl Lipo; Kristin Safi/Chris Watkins/Carl Lipo/Hector Neff; Brooke Hundtoft/Roberta Thomas/Carl Lipo; Mark Madsen/Carl Lipo/Alex Bentley; Will Gilstrap/Carl Lipo/Hector Neff; Tony Quach/Hector Neff

A poster by Karl Holland/Janine Gasco/Hector Neff/Michael Glascock (Archaeometry and Artifact Studies in Mesoamerica and Middle America);

A poster by Amy Tupa/Hector Neff/Myles Miller (Artifacts, Settlement, Social Identity in U.S.);

David Cheetham, Hector Neff (Symposium presentations (Re)Constructuring Identity: The Archaeology of the Pacific Coast and Highlands of Chiapas and Guatemala);

Jeffrey Blmster/David Cheetham (Symposium on Formative Period in Mesoamerica); Carl Lipo/Mark Madsen/Alexander Bentley (Symposium on Connected Pasts);

Christopher Garraty/Deborah Nichols/Hector Neff; Nichols/Hector Neff/Destiny Crider (presented in Symposium on Changing Polities, Economies, and Identities in Postclassic Central Mexico);

Hector Neff presented at the International Association of Obsidian Studies (IAOS) annual meeting, Saturday March 29th (held in conjunction with the SAA meeting in Vancouver).